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One year EasyTimeline

+/- 300 original charts
+/- 200 translations

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikistats/EN/TimelinesIndex.htm



Why timelines ?

Concise

Good introduction

Good recapitulation

Give a sense of proportion / scale

Show synchronicity



Scope varies from the life story of a blues musician ... 

de:Robert Johnson



... to human evolution   



Many charts are one-dimensional    

Tour de France
 Winners



Yet quite a few need one dimension extra  



Not all charts are timelines (1)

Vocal and instrumental pitch ranges



Not all charts are timelines (2)

Theben (Ägypten)





Relative elevations, average depths, maximum 
depths, and volumes of the Great Lakes

Not all charts are timelines (3)



Basic procedure (1)

Mediawiki

EasyTimeline

Ploticus

Mediawiki

on article 
save / preview

ImageSize  = width:600 height:100
PlotArea   = left:20 right:10 top:10 bottom:25 
TimeAxis   = orientation:horizontal
Period     = from:1890 till:2005
ScaleMajor = unit:year increment:20 start:1900
ScaleMinor = unit:year increment:10 start:1890

#proc legendentry
  sampletype: color
  details: gray(0.999)
  tag: white
#proc getdata
  delim: comma
  data:
11,33,67,pa,,,
10,67,79,pa,,,

on article view

png/gif & svg

<timeline>
..  script   ..
</timeline>



15 commands, +/- 30 attributes, but most are optional !

 
basic layout

image size, plot area, orientation, time frame
 
symbolic names

colors, bars, code snippets

historic data
periods, events

 
meta data 

legend, free floating lines and texts

Basic procedure (2)



ImageSize  = width:600 height:100
PlotArea   = left:20 right:10 top:10 bottom:25 
TimeAxis   = orientation:horizontal
Period     = from:1890 till:2005
ScaleMajor = unit:year increment:20 start:1900
ScaleMinor = unit:year increment:10 start:1890

PlotData =
  bar:X color:red align:center
  from:start till:1910 text:"Period 1"
  from:1920  till:1940 text:"Period 2" color:green
  from:1950  till:end  text:"Period 3"
 
  bar:Y color:blue 
  from:start till:1930 text:"Period 1" textcolor:white
  from:1960  till:end  text:"Period 2"

LineData =
  at:1935 color:black  layer:back
  at:2000 color:yellow layer:front

Example    



http://newped2.auckland.ac.nz/exe/exe/timeline/form.html

     How to start?

http://en.wikipedia.org/wikistats/EN/TimelinesIndex.htm

Clone existing timeline Use Wen Chen's form



Yes, promised a year ago....

Finally coming soon to a wikimedia server near you! 

Major hurdle:
Ploticus needed to be patched as well, to provide FreeType font metrics

Cygwin version is now operational 
Who can help prepare a Linux version (compilation only) ?

Works with any TrueType font

No proper support yet for RTL languages, like Hebrew and Arabic

External fonts and unicode support (1)



External fonts and unicode support (2)

Rendered with James Kass' font code2000 (shareware) 
which supports almost the full unicode character set 



We interrupt the program for a short message

not sponsored by
Andreas Nothiger

author of the
excellent

World History Chart

don't go away
 



Order page

'As you may already know, 
your Web site has been selected 
for inclusion in the Britannica 
Internet Guide. That's really 
something to crow about.'

Dave Schabes, 
Editorial Director
Britannica Internet Guide

http://www.hyperhistory.com/online_n2/History_n2/contact.html


Grand Unified Timeline of Human History

Mission: 

Ambition level: 

Target date: 

Organisation: 

Team: 

Status:

This project aims to produce a set of graphical timelines 
in a consistent and simple format, that together offer a 
coherent and grand perspective on the whole
of human history in all its aspects

High

Beyond soon 

Standard (= not much) 

Join!

Definition phase



                                         Monarchy                                           Republic

                                          Chinese                                          Indian                                           Andean

                                 Sumeric                                          Egyptian                                            Greek

10,000

500,000

7,000,000

3500

+/- 753 BC
Roman state

44 BC
Roman empire

63 BC AD 14

AD 476

AD 476

500 BC

2000

Homo sapiens

Hominids

The rise of civilizations worldwide

Life of Augustus

Earth
4.57 x 109

Early civilizations around the Mediterranean
and in the Near-East

44 BC
509 BC

A layered approach

Scope



                                          Science                                                                                 Art

                                 Anglicanism                                           Calvinism

                                        Buddhism                                          Judaism                                            Islam

                          Early centuries

Christianity

                                   Middle ages

700 BC

?0,000 BC

-4 BC

AD 1300
Reformation and Contra-Reformation

AD 1500
Lutheranism

1483 1546

Religion

Major world religions

Life of Luther

All aspects of human endeavour



Is it feasible?

This project is ambitious because
  We need to build at least a hundred charts

  Charts need to be translated

  The editing process is time consuming

This project is not overambitious because
  Time is on our side 

  Wikipedia itself proves time and again we need to think big

  Much of the raw data is already available in articles & tables

  Tasks can be divided between content editors and script editors

  Many wikipedians already embraced EasyTimeline

  Some existing charts fit right into the scheme: ....



Existing charts that fit into the scheme (1)

Timeline of the Migrations Period



Tableau Histoire Hominidés

Existing charts that fit into the scheme (2)



Five variations on a theme: human evolution   



Charts need to fit into a predefined broad supported conceptual framework

Charts aims to be regionally and culturally unbiased

Charts use a uniform and intuitive navigation system, e.g. specially marked crosslinks

Charts use (to a degree) a uniform presentation

Think of color coding of events, font settings, general layout, size, etc 

Charts are show a consistent level of detail on a certain level in the chart hierarchy

Guidelines



Modelling a standard layout (1)

  Roman Empire (overview)  



Modelling a standard layout (2)

  Roman Empire (detail)  



All wikipedians who

 created, extended, corrected or translated 

these charts:

Thank You !

   Robert Johnson, by Necrophorus
Graphical timeline of human evolution, by Moverton   

   Vocal and instrumental pitch ranges, by Lzur
Theben (Ägypten), by Schuppi   

   Great Lakes, by Moverton
Timeline of the Migrations Period, by DBachmann   

   Tableau Histoire Hominidés, by Saxon / Gemme / Marcoo

   Especially   
Roman Empire, by Dschwen   

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Johnson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_timeline_of_human_evolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Vocal_and_instrumental_pitch_ranges
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theben_(?gypten)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Lakes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Timeline_of_the_Migrations_Period
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mod?le:Tableau_Histoire_Hominid?s
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Roman_Empire

